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This bibliography is prepared to provide readily available refemace?r w 
the work whlch has been accomplished In industry related to the appltcatiw 
nf mltiprocessor systems t o  space rnisiiom. 
The blbllography includes mferences in the following categoriest cbeclt- 
out and fault isolation, control system, distributed logic and *SOUXlU 
computer; ~ p c o  missione and spaceborne processing; tins-ahartng .nd dti-  
proces8ing multloomputsrs, and associated subjeatrr. 
There &re Us references which include repmbs, papers, pertdidk 
U'tlcleb, and books covering the period 1960 through F'ebruuy 1966. 
I 
I N T R O D U C T I O N  
This selected annotated bibliography is prepared t o  provide readily 
available references on the work which has been accomplished i n  h i u s t r y  
related t o  the application of miltiprocessor system3 t o  space mis8L0w8 
This effort is i n  support of a NASA study contractt:,  Autanetics entitled, 
Vpaceborrre Multiprocessing Study." 
Thpobjective of t h i s  study is t o  develop new concepts of nmultlprocess- 
ing oriented touards the cornputatimal requirements of future long-range 
manned space missions. The resul ts  of the study are expected t o  provide 
a technological base fcw future development of a flexible qeneral purpose 
multiprocessing computer system for space application. The hiblL~qraphy, 
therefore, includes references i n  the following areas: checkout and fault 
isolation, control systems, d i s t r i b u t e d  logic and SOLOMON computer; space 
missions and apaceborne processing; time-sharim and ~ t i p r O C S S S h l l g  m u l t i -  
computers, and associated subjects. 
The en t r ies  are l i s t e d  alphabetically by t i t l e  under the categoria8 
l i s t e d  above. 
The literature search covers the period 1960 through February 1966, 
The following principal sources were consulted during the eearchr 
Applied Science & Technology Index 
C u r r e n t  periodicals, books and proceedings pertinent to 
Defense Documentation Center TAB (E) 
Bngineering Index 
Information Processing Journal ( fndex) 
Scient i f ic  and Technical Aerospace Reports (STAR t CSTAR) 
ARB 033 087 - "Digital Recording a& Storage Systenrs, A 
the  subject. 
Report Bibliography," 
Unclassified. 
(DDC Report), 20 April 1965, 
a ARB O3& OOO - "Com?uter Time-sharing, A Report Bibliography," 
(I)= Report), 1L May 1965, Secret. 
ARB 036 583 - "Computer-To-Computer Comnications, A Report 
\ Bibliograpw," (DDC Report), 2 J u Q  1965, Confidentialo 
T5-1397/3= - "A Selected Bibliography on Techniques for 
the Sequential Maniwlation of Digital Data," C.F.0. 
Wau, (Autonotics Report), 30 July 1965, Unclasslfied. 
The compiler wishes t o  acknowledge the  technical assistance of 
A. 0. Williman of Advanced D i g i t a l  Systems Unit, Advanced Engheering, 
preparing this bibliography and introduction. 
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1. AN ADAPTIVE INFORX,?TI(3N "SMISSIOW SYSTEPI afpLOpIN0 HIwIMu# 
m U N D A 3 C Y  WORD :ODES. E.S. Schwartz. (Aeronautical Systems, 
Div, of the A i r  Force Systems Command, >f ightPa t te rson  AF8, 
UNCLASSIFIED) AD 27& 135 
ASD t ~ ~ ~ 2 - 2 6 5 ,  Contract AF 33(616)-7682, April, 1962, 
3 
DEscpIPTORS: Noding, Goncrmnication Theory, +Language, 
C o d c a t i o n  Systems, Computer Logic, Computers, Construction, 
Detection, I>ictionaries, Errors, Programing (Computers) , Pulse 
Communication Systema, Synchronieation (Electronics) , Synttreais. 
2, APPLICATION OF LMFAR GRAPHS TO 'XECTRICAL NEXWORKS, SWITCHING 
NTWORKS AND COMMUNICATION NFTS. W. Mayeda. (Coordinated 
Science Lab., University of I l l inois ,  Urbana, R-203 ,  April, 1964, 
150 pp., UNCLASSIFIED) AD 601 197 
This paper is  div ided  i n t o  three parts: The first part Bhawa 
haw linear graphs are used i n  analysis of e lec t r ica l  networks. 
The proof for the topological formulas of transfer f'unctions of 
passive networks without mitua l  couplings given here is the first 
fonnal and precise proof i n  this f i e l d ,  
formulas, such a passive network can be analyzed by a d ig i t a l  
computer/ The second part discusses the application of linear 
graphs to switching networks by s ta r t ing  with exploration of the  
properties of paths in a linear graph. 
realizing a cut  set matrix (o r  circuit matrix) is  discussed. 
The third pa r t  d i scusses  a rather new f i e ld  which i s  nran~r-ports 
f l o w  problems which is called t h e  theory of conanunication nets, 
By the use of topological 
Then tlm necessity of 
ARTRAC SYSTEX. (Range Instrumentation Systems Office, White Sands 3. 
Missile Range, New Mexico, Sununary Report, January 196h, n pp., 
UNCLASSIFIED) AD tr65 273 
ARTRAC is an organization of men and m a c h i n e s  to perfonn 
range tes t ing a t  White Sands Missile Range. It represents an 
integration of data collection, transmissions, computation, and 
reporting, under centraliaed management. All data collection 
instruments are under the control of area data centers (ADC) . 
The ADC's are communications switching centers which collect, 
store, route and transmit data to a centralized data processing 
center (DE) and to instrument sites. 
actirities i t 3  performed a t  operation contml  centers (OCC) . The coordination of range 
All'KWATIC SELECTION OF DIGITAL EL3CTRONIC C m .  (ASDEC n) 
M.H. Weik e t  al, (Bal l is t ic  Research labs. Aberdeen Proving e.,Report No. BOzL-12b7, Harch 19& h7 p., UNCwsSIFIED) 
AIldol 532 
The engine- and programing descriptions of &I6 electronic 
digital computing and data processing systems have been p2ac%d on 
punched cards. A technique fo r  automating the selection and coapara- 
t i ve  evaluation of all systems for  aqy given application I s  described. . 
A print-out  of the punched cards for manual seleictim, the evaluation 
fluu chart, the users form for  c i t fng selection criteria, and 8 de80 
c r ip t i an  of the evaluation technique are included. 
t 
5. CODED FEEDBACK COM4UNICATIONS SYSTEHS. 5.3. kt uer and X.C. Hor an 
New York University. (Proceedings of a t  OM A-T-$F- lectron c8 onference. - 
Volume 16, 1960, p. 250-257) - 
From the f ie ld  of e r r o r  correcting-coding, solutlans t o  the  
problem of equipnent complexity and system vulnerabili ty t o  changes 
in channel conditions are presented. The new methods are: employ- 
ing long codes With feedback; correcting only very 4 1  manbra of 
errors;  and u t i l i z i n g  a new technique which effect ively p m n t s  arq 
type of disturbance i n  the feedback channel fram haming system re- 
l i ab i l i t y .  The resulting system flelda_lfytcellent r e l i ab i l i t y ,  * f a i l  
safe" (8.g. an er ror  probability of 10 when the signal-to-noise 
r a t i o  falls t o  zero), and operates a t  a relatively high per-uymbol 
infomation rate. This  approach is part icular ly  effective i n  thoss 
si tuat ions wfrere less ef f ic ien t  procedures fail-namely, when s e m m  
burst-tppe noise or  heavy fading is encountered. The coat, in tiema 
of computing aud storage requirements, is far less thaa that of cdl- 
parable unidirectional system. 
-. 
6. CODING FOR MULTIPLE ASYMBTRIC ERRORS I N  ONE C " N 8 L  OF MULTIICFUNNBL 
sl[sTEM. C.H. Uolff .  (IRE Transaction8 on mectronic Computers, 
Volume Number 5, October 1962, p. 655-658) 
Variations of eff ic ient  code for multiple error correction i n  
one channel of multichannel eydien; example8 to i l l u s t r ~  poasibln 
uap t h i s  coding sctrcuae nay be used; ~0111piete4 aqmetric channel, 
i n  which only one Q p  of error occuri, i8 msrtmbd. 
8, ' THE COLIlJGo SICSTEX DESIGN PHIIDSOPHSI. J.F. Spit  er, et al. ( H i t r e  
Corporation, Bedford, Hass,, Contract AF' 19(6!% -23go, Report No, 
M i t r e  SR-126, EILTDR6&-1SP, November 1%b, L8 p. WLASSIFIED) 
AD 608 833 
This report describes the design and operation of COIJXW 
(compile On-line anti b), a program system W n g  a computer 
control and query language that provide8 the operator w i t h  a gresllllar 
equipment in a data processing system. 
vecsb&ary s p p d m t . l n g  English control program data snd 
9, A COMPUTE3 SIMUIATXON OF AN INFOFIMATION-GATHERMG SY!XEM. J.H. Moss 
and F.J. Harris. 
m-254 737 
(Research Analysis Corp., Mdban, va,, UN CL4ssfi;' m) 
The problem investigated was tha t  of deriving a nethodologlr for 
examining cer ta in  characterist ics (completeness, accuracy, and perti- 
nence) of intelligence information i n  the l i g h t  of the various random 
factors t h a t  enter i n to  a tactical aituation. The method e&@ Is 
a cauputer rrintulation. The re la t ive values t0 the  decirrion of 
amount, pertinence (importance), and accuracy of the infomat- avail- 
able t o  the decision maker are examined i n  the simnlation, 
10. CONNECTTVITY AND CAPACITY Cr3MpIJTER PROGRA!!. (ITT Communication 
Systems Incorporated, Paramus, N e w  Jersey, f inal Report, 
a - T R - 9 1 ,  Contract AF 19'626) -3356, October, 1964, UNCLASSIFIED) 
AD 451 OlrL 
This report presents the final documentation of connectivity and 
capacity computer progrqm developed by ICs for the Defense kmunica-  
t ions Agency. 
developed t o  obtain more meaningful parameters f o r  evaluating perf- 
ance of s -miving  network by extending the outputs of the survivability 
models ut i l ized  by DCA, Two mathematical approaches were constdsred 
i n  the development of t h i s  computer program The Xatrfx Approach  a@ 
the Graph-tracing Approach. 
The connectivity and capacity computer pragram ma 
no DIGITAL SR.llJL,ATION TECH?lIQIJES APPLTED TO F CWrNICAT'lOrJS SVSTT?. 
(System i)evelopment Corporation, Santa R. Archambault, e t  al. 
Monica, California, TM-632dcto-01, August, 1963, 32 pp., 
-
UNCLASSIFIED) AD 1117 830 
D i i i t a l  simulation techniques applied to a communications 
system. 
12. EXPERMENTAL INCREMENTAL COMPUTER. I[. Millington, (Radio & Electronic 
Engineer, volune 25, Number 5, May 1%3 , P. &61-h?3) 
E_xp?rimental incremental computer using time-shared equipment ia ' 
described; basic operation provides approximate mmerical integration 
by adding rectangular areas; there are 4s integrators i n  computer, 
integrands being represented serially by up t o  22 bi ts  at d l g i t  rate 
of 500 kc; number of bits  representing values of increments in ctmputer 
I s  easily varied. 
13. HIGH RESOLTTION SURVETLL 4", ACQUISITION, TRAFISMISSION, RFSEPTZON, 
AD 3 9  329 
Am) DISPLAY STXDY ( 5 ) .  
Final Report, December, 1963, 272 PP.8 CONFIDEHTIAL) 
(Whittaker Controls, Los Angeles, California, 
Classified a tgtract . 
4. PIIPLBJIENTATION PLAN AU@f"TATION COMPUTER Pll'WRMS. (System Developnent, 
Corporation, Santa Monica, California, "M-L7~-000-01, Contract 
AF OL(69S)-LO, October, 1962, SO ppOr UNCLASSInED) AD L52 Bl8 
satellites, 
Implementation plan for augmentation computer progre~~s for 
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INVESTIGATION OF PROPAGATION-LIMITD 'XMPVTEH NEIMDRKS. 
R. as as, e t  d. 
&a,- Report, AFCRt 64-376, Contract AF 19(628)-2902, 
April, 1964, 1% pp., IINCLASSIFIED) 
(Stanford Iiesearch Ins t i tu te ,  Medo Park, 
AD 603 165 
This report summarizes research on techniques  f o r  t he  loq ica l  
analysis and design of computer networks in which the propagation 
delays on the lines connecting log ic  blocks within the network 
are appreciable compared t o  the delays within t h e  blocks. The 
first par t  is concerned Kith basic techniques for the  transfer 
of infonnation between blocks. 
separation of.pulses propagating i n  a cascade of delay elements i s  
shown t o  be fundamental. 
The second part i s  concerned with c d c a t i m  i n  l a r g e  systems, 
and with special  logical arrays, 
An analogy is made between propagation-limited networks and 
topological graphs, and the  r e l a t ion  between maph size (Number of 
nodes) and maximum distance (nmber of connb&ing branches in  the 
shorteat  path) between nodes, is analped. 
The problem of presen3ng the 
JOSSi A DESIGNER'S VIEH OF AN E X m D E " A L  ON-LRSE COHpuTIaO SYSTEn, 
J.C. Shau. (Rand Corp,, Santa Monica, California, Report %. P-2922, 
1- 196h, % p.1 U N ~ ~ ~ )  AD-603 972 
JOSS (Johnniac Open-shop is an experimental on-line, 
tim-shared computing serviae. It is in daily we by staff mmbm 
of the  Rand Corporation for the solution of small nntlserical p p o b l e ~ ~  
The users compose stored program aad interact with JOSS through 
remote typewriter consolee wing a siugle, high-levellimg9age. 
The system is described with emphasis on those features which ham 
led users t o  accept It a9 a convenient new tool. 
The results are swmiarixed of the investigations carried out 
during approximately the  pa& year involving utlll28tion of the l D o l l . 0  
logic and associated sgsteAaa for programming tho Litton plight  Data 
Computer (FDC) to prOade for safe reantr~r and landlw of edpmoed 
flight vehleba. -. 
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18, A HAGMETIC COMPUTER STUDY. (Burroughs hrp . ,  Paoli, fa,, Contract 
No, AF 04(695)-320, r'inal Report. SSD-TR64-208, September 1964, 
68 p., UNCLASSIFIED) AD-&4'7 910 
The primary objective of t h i s  magnetic computer study was t o  
determw and-demonstrate the feasibility of a d i g i t a l  computer, 
which grrrphasised magnetic devices for logic and ~ ~ ~ x n o l p ,  surviving 
and operating under sem missile a d  space envirolanentsr 
ponents, modules, and subsystem were studied and teetad. FhW, 
a magnetic caaaputer telrt vehicle vas assambled a d  teated. 
e 
Conr- 
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20. 
The purpose of the Mildata study is to explore advanced d i g i t a l  
computer system concepts and techniques which can be u t i l i zed  t o  
achieve 'modulartty in depth' i n  the Anpr Command Control Information 
Systems (CCIS) of TFE 1975-1985 time period. 
general pronect s ta tus  and the  future plans of the Mildata study are 
offered. A computer organization structure, using the phased r n e r n r ~ ~  ~ 
is outlined. 
processor techniques which enhance the capability of the central  
pmc-easing unit, 
nizations was continued, Studis8 of high-speed circuits and the l O g i C . 1  
design of high-speed arithmtic units were completed. 
A brief review of the 
Associated with t h i s  design is a study of peripheral 
The investigation of ultra high-speed canqputSr orga- 
Projections are made for a l l  areas of the d ig i t a l  computer state- 
From these projections, a design concept is established of-theart, 
for a modular digital computer system for the Army C o d  Control 
Information Sgrstaa of the 1975 t o  1985 t- period. 
The recommended design is a multiprocessor, dtinenory system in 
which the baeic processor is 8 simple, high speed micropmgranmed I 
module. 
bility, flexibility, and reliabilitr. supporting the reaorrmetrdatiOn8 
are detailed studieo of dtigrocesaor executive contrOl systearS, 
The &em prossesses a high degree of modularity, surviva- 
m w  W t u C 8 S 8  COntFol methods, ~ h ' O p ~ ~  C l O ~ ~ ~ ,  8fc. 
. 
21. MILDATA STUDY. A F E A S I B I L I T Y  STUDT OF FUTURE MLITARIZED DIGITAL 
(Sylvania Electronic Systems, Needha, COMPUTER REQUDIEMENTS. 
Mass., Contract DA36439AMC03276E, Quarterly Progress Report 
No. 2, f o r  period ending 31 January 196L, January 196h, 13h PO, 
UNCLASSIFIED) AD-600 284 
t 
This report documents the progress t o  date on the system organi- 
zation studies and hardware techniques projection phases on the 
Mildata study. 
include2 
such as interchangeability o f d u l e s ,  memory allocation and protectbn, 
executive control requirements, and intermodule mitching problems. 
Demelopnent of system performance evaluation and design Blethodology 
3.n the areas of cost-effectiveness of high speed memories, fessibiliw 
of cammn processor design, and reliability analysis of modular eon- 
f igurationa. 
Topics covered under system organization s tudies  
survey of aoftware problem i n  multiprocessor configuratiom, 
22. D A T A  STUDY. AN OPTIMIZING STUDY OF A MODULAi3 DIGITAL CO- SYSTEM. 
VOLUME I. B. Nisenoff. (Honeywell Electronic Data Processing, Uelles- 
ly Hills, h s . ,  Contract DA36 039AEIc03275E, FFnal *ogress Report, 
12 August 1963 - 30 September 1564, April 1965, UNCLASSIFIED) 
AD-462 042 I 
The objective of this  study was to  examine approaches and select 
an optinnun approach to  t h e  design of a highly modular data prOC8SShg 
system fa ru t i l i za t ion  by the United States Axmy i n  the 1975-1985 
time frame. 
postulated and discussed in the third quarterly progress report. 
ing the f i n a l  quarter year's effor t ,  each of these desigM m a  examimd 
i n  depth. Out  of these investigations emerged the specific recammda- 
t ions m d  design approach presented in Chapter 4 of this volume. 
In complying with this objective four unique des- wx% 
Dur- 
MILDATA STUDY. AN OPTIMIZING STUDY OF A MODULAR DIGITAL COMPUTER 
SYSTJW. VOLIJME T I .  N. Nisenoff. (Honeywell Electronic Data 
Processing, Wellesley H i l l s ,  MaSB8Chuf&t6, Final Progress 
Report 12  August 1963-30 September, 19&, April, 1965, 
U N U I F I E D )  AD 462 Ob3 
23 
Hildata - Optindsing study of modalat Digital Computer 
Sse-. 
0 
I I 
i 
24. )IISSII&PROPUISION SUBSYSTEM EFFXTZVENESS. A.W. Hard and WOW, Ho 
Thiokol Chemical Gorp., Wasatch Division, Brighem 8 ts, 
Annual &liab i l i t y  and Maintainability Conference, 1965, p. 689-703, 
2 refs.) 
25. ON DISTRIBUTED COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS. P. Baran, Rand C-rporatfon. 
(IEEE Transactions on Cammunications Systems, b h  1%&, p. 1-91 
This paper briefls reviews the distributed communication network 
concept inwhich each station is connected to a l l  adjacent s t a t i o M  
rather than t o  a few switching points, as i n  a centralized syaten. 
The pqyoff for a distributed configuration i n  teras of surr ivabi l ie  
i n  the caaes of e- attack directed a g a b t  nodes, lbks or e- 
nations of nodes and 'iinks ie demcwtrated. 
26, OH "H3 C3NSTRUCTION OF HIGH SPEED CONTROL COHPUTERSo 1.N. -0 
(Foreign Technical Division,, Air Force %stem co~rmand, b k i g h t -  
Patterson AFB, Ohio, Report Nos. FTD-TTdh-755, TT 641018, 
December m, 3.2 p., mIAssIFm) m-610 3u 
Variaus aspects of wing TSVn d i g i t a l  caplputers in automath 
control aystens are discussed. 
27. A PARALLEL MULTIPLIER ADDSR SUBTRACTOR UNIT FOR TH5 DRTE COMPUTER. 
D.P. Henderson and J.G. Cook. 
'Establishment, Otaw-), DRTE-1096, November 1962, 30 p., 
4 refs., UNCLASSIFIED) X63-1Sllh 
(Defence Research Teleconrnunicationa 
NOTICE: Available t o  NASA offices and NASA Centers only. 
This report  reviews the design and development of a combined 
quasi-parallel shift multiplier, subtractor, and adder apparatua 
f o r  use in the conversion of the DRTE Computer from serial t o  parallel 
operation. 
expressions as the b a s i s  of design, as well as the evolution of the 
logical  and electronic circuitry, a r e  described. Performance waveforms 
from a printed c i r cu i t  mbtradder card employed i n  a 8 4 i g t t  experinma- 
t a l  model a m  presented. Them result8 demonstrate t h a t  the d i g i t a l  
itdonuation l e  available a t  the output in less than 1 ps after the 
bLnarjr words are pmsented t o  the input. 
The manipulation and combination of the relevant Boolean 
1 .  
The objective of t h i s  study uas to develop practical  methods 
for specifying the Characteristics of a data processing system and 
for  com@aring the performance of different syateas. 
cover buth functional characterist ics and engineering characteris- 
tics, The functional characterigtLc8 arw specified i n  terws of 
macro operations t ha t  represent particular sample probleas. Asso- 
ciated with these macro operations are parameters t ha t  sem t o  
specifiy the naaro operation completely, The enginseriq character- , 
tine f o r  variow operations, and logia. 
The method8 
i S t i C 8  hcluds fm-8 gnch at3 ConfiguratiOn, Word b-, m h p ,  
’ 
29, THE ROLE OF SIMULATION AND DATA REDVCTION PROGRAB IN THE DEVEZOPMENT 
OF REAGTIEI  SYSTETG. E.L. Laffert  . (Nitre Corporation, Redford, 
Massachusetts, f i t r e  SR-t AF ~ ( 6 2 8 )  -2390, December 
196b, 3 pp., IJNCLASSIFIED) AD 609 500 
This report deals w i t h  the valuable use of simulation and 
data reduction computer programs i n  t h e  acquisition and engineering 
of command and control systems. The value of simulations, 
especially i n  faci l i ta t ing the  learning process and i n  expediting 
system design, is described. Data reduction is shown to  be an 
evolutionary process and the design of a data redaction epfera 
should be considered i n  the  very ear ly stages of system acquisition, 
30. SUBIC COMPUTER CONCEPT STUDY. VOW~ME I. (Computer usage Co., It=., 
New Pork, Contract NonR251200, Final &port, October 1%3, b2 PO, 
UNCLASSIFIED) AD430 us; 
The Subic computer aoncept study vas undertaken t o  determine the  
Phase I determines data processing ta8b 
computer a y s t e m  which would met the requirements of an integrated 
submarine control systen. 
perfol.laed trpr the h b i o  computer q s t e m .  
overall caaputer requirements based on the pot.ocessing mquirersuta 
defined in phase 1. P r o b h  inhemnt in the devebpent of a real 
t h e  canputer aontrol system are also dismu88d. 
a methodology for evaluating comput8r control w. 
Which W r 0 p 8 0 n b t i V e  Of ths %Spes Of prOCeSSiryS Which be 
phase 11 dternrLrrss the 
&am I11 dmloprr 
a 
a 
SUPERsf+EEI) CQHPUTIBS: A WJOR T3dL IN THE S?ACE SCIFFJCES. R. Jastmrw 
and A. Arking, (Nat ional  Aeronautics and Space Administration, God 1 
dard Inst. for Space Studies, New York, NASA-TM-X-%&33, 22 April 
1965, ll p.)  fi5-25451 
The prospect of using the computer as a laboratory for the  perform- 
ance of experiments is discussed. 
sciences and programing these data into the computer allows the machine 
t o  be used as a laboratory for the solution 
f o r  which basic data have been put into the machine. 
i n  a fraction >€ the tima it would take to perform the calculation by 
other manst if indeed, it could be solved at all, 
weather calculations, the so la r  system, and t o  nuclear study is given 
as i l l u s t r a t ive  of the  types of experiments which can be done, 
Knowing the l a w s  of the pws ica l  
of any physical problem 
This can be done 
Application tu 
SURVEY OF STATISTICAL AND ADP TECHNIQUES. D,GCurry ,  e t  al. 
(General Electric GO., Washington, D+ C., 
l l 7 6 X ,  April 1964, UNCLASSDIED) AD-U 801 
ontract DAl8-119AlCO- 
Four specific topics have been reviewed iu d e t a i l  by a team of 
qstems analysts and system programmers. These topics ar8: con+ 
puter independent programming languages, information storage and 
retrieval devices and techniques, analyt ical  tools and data gather- 
ing techniques and tools. The material i e  organized in three major 
sections, Combined, they establ ish a set of Feference data  far w e  
i n  system design and rrecomi, relate these data to specific prableres 
WShR d88imo 
SURVIVABILITY OF REDUNDANT COMMUNICATIONS SYSTmS. SOD+ Levine, 
(Aerospace Corporation, Los Angeles, California, TDR-269( 4922) -3, 
Contract AI? 04( 695) -269, September, 1964, 13 pp., tWCLASSIFTED) 
AD 607 u6 
A computer program i s  developed which is capable of investigating 
t h e  survLvability of a class of redundant comnunications systems. 
The systems simulated by the  computer program a r e  characterised 
by l a rge  rrmnbers of communicating elements dispersed over an 
operatiana area, Each element has potentially perfect switching 
capabi l i t ies  for relaying messages t o  neighboring elements. 
systems are modeled by nodes, links, and zones. Nodes represent 
the comnunicating elements of the Model; zones and links are 
used t o  deecribs the command and control organisation. 
These 
t 
CHECKOUT AND FAULT ISOLATION 
AUTOb1ATIC SEIZ-CHECKItJJG AX2 FATILT-LDC ATI8G 
Sylvania. 
EC-11, October 1962, p. 6 h 9 4 5 L )  
(IW Transact ions of ElecLronic 
M3THOD. F. be, 
camp ne n t m m  
A method of designing systems which automatically check t h e m -  
se lves  ana give indicatiom by which i n t s r n a l  f au l t s  can he located 
quickly and accurately is described.  
is required ana performance of the t e s t  and f a u l t  locat ion procedure 
is easy. Theproposed method entails the  Rrrangenrent of a sequence 
of events which can be completed properly only if no malfunction 
extists. Applied t o  a S5S-tranststar digital. system, the mthod 
yielded the following results: an indicator-l ight test and a 2.27 
sec self-check provide 100 per cent of the  trouble indicat ions 
i s o l a t e  fau l t s  t o  one or two plug-in cards, each holding one to 
six trvlsistor c i rcu i t s .  This checking capabl l i ty  18 prooldd 
o d y  18.1 per cent of t i e  iransistors in the q s t e m .  
Relatively l i t t l e  c i r cu i t ry  
35. COMPUTER ALGOdXTHH Foil FAULT ISOLATIGN ANL, T!?,ST POINT SELECTION. 
S.M. Fisch and G.R. Rrigida, RCk, Van N u y s ,  California. 
(Wright-Patterson AFB, dhio, Contract AF 33(615)-13b?, Technical 
Report, 1s February - 5 hcsmber 196b, Report Numbers AFAPGTR- 
0 
65-12, AD-613 960, 1965, 191 *5-22380 
T+is report, presents the methds and r e s u l t s  of a study to 
develop a computer algorithm for automatically se lec t ing  test 
point locat ions i n  an electronic c i r cu i t ,  for generating tes t  
measurements, and for designing a corresponding test procedure. 
The algorithm is oriented towards analog c i r c u i t s  where piece- 
part f a u l t  %solations are made using sequential  t e s t a  which can 
be perfomed either manually or on tape-controlled automatic test 
equipment. The algorithm was tested by introducing faults into 
t h e  t e s t  c i rcu i t  and then tests were made i n  accordance w i t h  the 
computer generated test procedure. 
Ne C ~ P U T E ! I  iIELIIBILITY STiiDY, VJLEXE 1 - SUMMA9Y. Final  b p o r t ,  October 
1962 - September 1%3. 
Culver City, Calif,,  h s  m ~ e ~ e s ,  CaIiT.,  SFace %stems oiv., 
Contract AF OL(695)-210, %3-59; S7D-Tni3-63-271, Voliune 1; AD421 763, 
1963, September, 19 p., Wl:';tS51FTZD) 
T.J. h - n s ,  1 - t  al. (Hurrhes Aircraf t  GO., 
X6L-13071 
This report  i s  concerned with r e l i a b i l i t y  synthesis techniques 
t h a t  are  [ ! w e d  upon :he uniqae charac te r i s t ics  of c m t r o l  c q u t e t s ,  
as opposed t o  those of data processors, and thqt  are  rea l i2able  wfth 
present-day computer construction technology, 
based on the  assumptions that control syst-,ms can t o l e ra t e  s m e  wrong * 
stimulations from the control computer, but cannot t o l e r a t e  long 
dmtime,imr! that degradations i n  computer capabi l i ty  can he tolerated.  
These assumptions allow f o r  the use of s o f t w m ,  in addition t o  hard- 
ware, for the  generation of the  r e l i a b i l i t y  synthesis techniques, and 
aUAL.Y&+e the har4Wzre pmaity convlronly associated with "harcfware 
only" techniques (redundancy) 
These techniques are 
+k..s -4  ..*-- - 
37. C C " %  ~ L I A B I L I ' T Y  STUDY, VJLUNE IX. TechnLcal Report, Qctoher 1962 - 
Septemner 1063, T.2. %rn;, e t  a l .  (Hiiqhes A i r c r d t  Co., Culver City, 
Calif., h s  Anmles,  Calif., iiF Systems Command, Contract AF Ob(695)- 
210, P63-59; SS9-~D&634?1,  V3lune 2, AD-1129 Why Septembr 1963, 
229 p. , UNCL4SSIFIED) x6t-12101 
This report  is  concerned u i t h  r e l i a b i l i t y  synthesis techniques, 
which are !vised w o n  tht. m i q w  char7c ter i s t ics  07 c o n t r o l  computers 
as oppo ,ed t:, those of data Droces -om, and which a r e  rea l izable  with 
present-day computer-construction Lochnolog. 
based on t h e  ass-mptions t h a t  control systems can tolerate some wrong 
stimulations from the control cornpter, h u t  cannot tolsrate long dawn- 
time, and t h a t  degradations i n  computer capabi l i ty  can be tolerated, 
These assumptions allow for t h e  use  of software, in A d i t i o n  t o  hard- 
ware, f o r  the generation of the r e l i a b i l i t y  synthesls techniqueu, and 
thus minimize the hardware penalty coin~only associated with hardware- 
only techniques (redundancy). However, due t o  the use of software i n  
these techniques t h a t  a r e  applied a t  $he subsystem level, there is 
generally a degradation i n  accuracy of computation and/or cmputat ional  
capabili ty,  which is associated with the  occurence of each fallure. 
These techniques are 
., 
38. DERIV4TION OF OFTIMIJM TESTS T3 D S E C T  F4rJLTS E4 Q1KEBFJ4TToNAL CIRCUITS. 
J.F. Poape. (h-inceton L-niversity, ikpartment of Elec t r i ca l  Engineer- 
ing, Dig i ta l  Systems Lab., Princeton, W. J., Technlcal  ileport Number 
18, Karch 1962, 75 pa>  e 
Permanent component fa i lures  or f a u l t s  within a combinational 
Boolean algebra, 
logic  network may cause a network t o  produce an output function 
d i f fe ren t  from t h a t  fo r  which it was designed. 
while su f f i c i en t  t o  describe the normal operation of a network, 
gives no indication of t h e d f e c t  t h a t  a fault  w i l l  have upon a 
network output function. 
procedure is developed for  combinational logic  networks which y i e lds  
an output expression incovora t ing  network s t ruc ture  i n  addition 
to input variables. 
t o  obtain the network output function uhen any permanent f au l t ,  
s ing le  or multiple, ex i s t s  within the netuurk. 
ion t o  list the  set  of faul ts ,  s ing le  and multiple, which a p a r t i c u W  
input  canbination nay detect. 
To overcome t h i s  deficiency, an analpsis 
I 
From this one output expression it is possible 
A second method, developed i n  t h i s  paper, we3 the output express- 
39. DESIGN AND TESTING OF MDUNDANT SYSTEMS. H. Winker and A.R. Helland, 
Westinghouse s l e c t r i c  Corp., Baltimore, Md. (Research on Fallurn 
Results of a study on the implementation of majority log ic  =dun- 
dancy are presented. 
but sane portions are applicable t o  ground support equipnent. 
cussion of the possible use of magnetic log ic  t o  reduce the  total 
power consumption and t o  provide nonvolatile storage includes B dea- 
c r ip t ion  and conpr i son  of various types of semiconductor logic for 
redundant system. Integrated diode-transistor elements are chosen 
as the mast su i t ab le  for  general use. 
and locat ion of f a i l u r e s  includes several  methods of t e s t ing  redundant 
Sp3telW.S. 
Host of t h e  work concerns spaceborne systems, 
A dis-  
A discussion of the detect ion 
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loO. IKPROVDJG THE REZIM3ILITY 3F DIGITAL SYYiTXSBy 2EDUNDANCY AND RESTORINCl 
ORGAM. J.K. Knox=Selth. (Stanford Electronics Labs., Stanford Uni- 
vereity, Calif ornia, Ro~d?2544, AtqTust 1964, 7) p., UNCIASSFIED) 
AD449 371 
The use of redundant circuits and restoring organs as atechnique 
f o r  improving the reliabil i ty of d i g i t a l  systems has been evaluated, 
and guideliru38 for a near-optimura us8 of t h i s  technique i n  prac t ica l  
systeas have been established. Two t p s  of restaring organs, 
ty vote takers and simple adaptive vote takers, have been considered. 
Several conventional measures of reliability were considered. 
u. THE NEED AND M3ANS FOH SELF-REPAIRING CIRCUITS. Interim Technical 
Report. J.B. h e e l l ,  Stanford University, California. (1963 
IEEB Convention ilecord, Part 2, Automqtic Control, Circui t  Theoq, 
Contract AF' 33(616)-7726, Technical Report 46%-2; SEL-63-115; 
AD-&2S 6L9, October 1963, U p., UNCLASSIF'IXD) X64-12176 
This paper describes the use of redundant, adaptive structures 
capable of l imi ted  self-repair, and presenQ various members of a 
new family of components part icular ly  suited for such adaptive net- 
works. Such small, low-power components also provide l i nea r  inte- 
gration w i t h  permanent memory. 
C0N"TS: An analytical method for concept optimization and 
r e l i a b i l i t y  planning in space systems; some applications of Monte 
C a r l o  methods t o  f a i l u r e  predictions; composite reliability; opera- 
t i ona l  r e l i a b i l i t y  and maximum safe operating levels for expensha 
equipment; a mathematical model f o r  finding the best frequency of 
t e s t s  on static alert systear; mathematical models for optimizing 
strategic reliability and for minimizing cost; examination of relia- 
b i l i t y  theory and practice; the use of reliability e8tiaafes 19 ths 
design of missile prelaunch checkout equipment; predbthg Wt 
r eUbi l i t y  of d i g i t a l  circuits. 
A PROPOSED SYSTM OF EIEUUNDANGY TO TMPROVE THE RELIABILITP OF DIGITAL 
COMPVTERS. W.H. Pierce. (Stanford E3ectronics Labs., Stanford 
University, California, UNCLASSIFTED) 
b3. 
AD 2 U  645 
DESCRIPTORS: *Digital Computers, Connunication WstRaS, 
Reliability 
44. RESEARCH ON FAILUrlE-FREX SYSE3lS. Second Quarterly R e p o r t .  (Westing- 
hbuse Electric Gorp,, Ebltimore, Md., NASA Contract MASw-572, NASA- 
Cii-52036, September 1963, h p., UNCLASSIFIED) X63-17Ot7 
NOTICEq Available t o  NASA Offices and NASA Centers Only. 
Design research of electronic systems which are essentially free 
(1) from the effects  of internal failures is discussed as follows: impfementation--the development of suitable electronic c i rcu i ta  t o  
implement certain available network models of redundant d i g i t a l  sya- 
tears; (2) advanced voting techniques--Adaline-Neuron type regtoring 
c i r c u i t s  for use a8 voting elements i n  redundant systems, and Transor 
decision rules and decision devices f o r  restoration; and (3) self- 
repair. 
&so RBSEARCH ON FAILURE FREE SYSTEPlZS. QUARTERLY REPORT NO, 3, 20 A p r i l  - 
20 JULY 1961r. (Westinghouse Electr ic  Corp., Baltimore, Hd., Contract 
NASw-572, NASA-CR-588611 WGD-38521) N65-32097 
The four major t a sks  considered i n  t h i s  report are: stat is t ical  
measure of quality, adaptive voter, fa i lure  responsive s y s t e m  organi- 
zasions, and medium communication. 
proposed for each of these tasks  is presented w i t h  a review of the 
progress made. The objective of t h i s  research is to dewlop DBV 
technLques t h a t  will advance the state-of-the-art concerwd with 
ul t ra re l iab le  reliable electronic systeras. 
i n  estimating eysten r e l i ab i l i t y  under various test conditions. 
A brief sunanary of the wmk 
A detai led stw waa nadri 
46, RBSEAilCH ON FPSLURE FREE SYSTEXS WITH SUPPLEME"AL INFORMATION, FINAL 
REPORT. 
572, NASA-CR-S70U., December 1963, 225 p., UNCLASSIFIED) X65-ll320 
systems are concerned with eff ic ient  i n i t i d  design and the diagnostic 
t es t ing  of multiple-line, majority logic redundant systems. Several 
techniques are described for detecting and locating fa i lures  within 
an operating reundant system, and a method for prediction of mission 
rel iabi l i ty  is diecussed. In the study of advanced voting techniques, 
the AdalLne-Neuron adaptive voter with continuously variable input 
weighting, the Transor restoring c i rcu i t ,  and t he  Harimdm Diatance re- 
storing c i r c u i t  we= investigated. 
on failure free systems i s  devoted t o  the st* of sell-repalr tsuh- 
niqwa. 
more internal failures without system failure. 
pr0gra111 is described which I s  used t o  compare the e f fec t i r smss  of 
rariow uwitahing strategies eap/oysd i z ~  seU-my>li*ing Irgstcwrrr. 
(Westinghouse d lec t r ic  Corp., B a l t i m o r e ,  Md., Contract NASw- 
The implementation studies as part of the research on f a i l u r e  free 
The th i rd  portion of the reuearch 
A cmputer 8tUtatIoa 
Using these techniquea, a eystma m8.y be deaigned to absorb 
'17. SEW-DIAGNOSIS OF ELECTRONIC COMPUTERS: AN E X P E R m A L  STUDY, 
E.G. Mannin . 
'-gJuly 1965, 80 p. ) N65-36784 
( I l l i n o i s  University, Urbana, Grant NSF GK-36,  R-2593 
The problem considered is the development of design princlples 
which w i l l  permit the design of self-diagnosing computers. A self- 
diagnosing conrputer is one for which there exis ts  a self-diagnosis 
procedure, defined a s  an experiment having one of two outcanest 
a l l  t r ans i s to ra iode  logic is e n t i r e v  failure-free; or (2) card or 
module x has a fa i lure  of type y. 
suff ic ient ly  fast to permit execution every few houre, mlng ~111.. 
t e U b n i C a 3  personnel, 
(1) 
Also, the procedure must bs 
48, SEtF- RGANIZING SYSTEXS AND THEIR POTWTIAL APPLICATION TO COMBAT 
SUR:IEILLANCE. P. Metzelaar, ( In s t i t u t e  of Science and Technology, 
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, 2900190-R, October, 1959, 
UNCLASSIFIE6)) AD 227 535 
DESCRIPTORSr +t+¶ilitary CannaUrFcations, commrnication Systems, 
Communication Theory, Computers, Machine Translation, Mathematical 
Analysis. 
&9, SELF-REPAIRING DIGITAL COMPUTERS--INVESTIGATION AND SMULATION WITH 
APPLICATION TO AEROSPACE GUIDANCE AND CONTROLS. 
CATION OF DIGITAL COMPUTERS WITH DEGRADED NODE OPERATION TO AEROSPACE 
OUIDANCE AND CONTROLS. 
(Hughes Aircraft CO,, Culver City, CaIifornia, Contract AF' O h m ,  
%5-6b3 SSD-TR-65-52, Volume 111; AD- IZh, June 1965, 163 per 
VOLUME 111: APPLI- 
FINAL REPORT, MAY 1964 0 Ju13E 1965. I. Terra. 
UNCLASSIFIH)) xb5-202uI 
Studies were made to determine whether the failure-tolerant o r  self- 
repairing camputer could be r ea l i a t i ca l ly  used for space guidance pro- 
blems, 
the guidance computer was considered far two postulated representative 
apace missions by observing the effects of degradation i n  camputat- 
accuraay or speed on the determination of the local p o s i t b n  and rSlOCi%y. 
The impact of degraded operation result ing *an word-split of 
9. A STUDY OF TI33 US3 OF REDUNDANT INF0R"ION ON SPACE GUIDANCE SYSEPfS 
TO AC%EVE MALFUNCTION DETECTIdN AWD CONTROL. 
(General Electric Co., Johnson city, N. Y., Contract No, 
11654 Report Number A1-TDR6L-60, A p r U .  1%4, l a p . ,  UNCLASSIFIED) 
H.B. Haake, et al ,  
AF' 33(657)- 
AD-436 110 
A theoretical orbital navigation system was synthesized that em- 
ploys techniques for achieving a high degree of reliability thraugh 
the application of redundant e q u i p a t ,  and malfunction detectton 
capability. Malfunction detection is used to  implement standby 
redundancy, or t o  reorganize t h e  system to p e d t  continued aperatioa 
with fewer sensors, subsequent to meaauraaaent aubgystsla f dlttrer. 
The latter-case results in progressive performance degradation. 'Ilha 
resulting potential modes of operatiou are defined, epd the level of 
perf-e, in terms of orbit determination accuracy, haa beea 
evababd for each. 
50. SELF-REPAIFUNG DIGITAL COWUTERS--IWVESTIGATION AND SIMUL VXON WITH 
APPLICATION TO AEROSPACE GUDANCE AND CONTROIS. VOM?lE f V t  SEW- 
REPAIRING DIGITAL COMPUTER SIMULATION mRM. F I N A L  RgToKT, MaJr 
19644une 1965. 
&s 'hgelea, Space %stem Div., Contract AF OG(695)-W, * S d h  
x65-20199 
(bghee Aircraft Co., Culver City, CalUornh,  
SSD-Ta-65-52, V 0 1 w  IVj AD-&66-125, JU~M 1965, 297 PO, UNCLASS-) 
A computer program is presented which waa wed to 8lauft6 the 
operation of a d i g i t a l  computer which had been des- wlfh self- 
repair capability to replace frdlled circuitrp, 
1- . 
52. A SURVEY OF ADAPTIVE COMRINENTS FOR USE IN FAILURE-FRET S P S T ~ .  
S.E. Lomax, 
Technical Report No. 1, NASA Contract NASu-572, Report Number NASA- 
A survey of electrochemical devices (the memistor, solion, and 
mercurg cell) and magnetic device8 (Multiaperture, orthogonal cam, 
second harmonic and magnetorestrictive integrators) Sor we in 
failure-free logic spstenrs was made. As a reatilt of ths 8u7cljr it 
becane apparent that none of the suggested adaptive device8 were 
sufficiently developed t o  justifr the selection of a practical 
approach for immediate circuit implawatation of an adaptim ratsr 
(an lldaline neuron). 
(Westinghouse Electric Corp.,. Baltimore, Md., Special 
CR-55039, August 1963, 18 pa, UNCLASSIFIED) X6L-116OO 
NOTICE: h U b h  to NASA office8 and NASA Ce-1'8 only. 
I 

54. THE ANALYSIS OF A CERTAIN C U S S  OF N0pILlXEA.R SYSTEBo A.Y. Bi l i i f .  
( Ins t i tu te  of Scfence and Technology, h i v e r s i t y  of Hichigan, 
AM Arbor, Contract No, DAN 039SC78801, Report €40, 2900-392T, e Sptembr 1963, 153 per UNCLASSIFIED) A D d 8  193 , 
In n31ilinear analysis, the partitioning technique ha8 been used 
to analyze a certain class of nonlinear systems whose dynamic be- 
havior can be represented by a nonlinear d i f fe ren t ia l  equation wfth 
time-varying parameters. when suitable restrictions were pZaCea on 
the linear, nonlinear, and forcing Funct ion. tem,  the s~rStc lR WW- 
t i o n  presented a unique so l i t ion  which existed t o  €he a h t  of fhe 
i n i t i a l  state. The apstem solution was given as a l imit  of a sequenas 
of picard iterates x m b  N which are w e l l  defined i n  a given domain 
pm%ts detenbning tbe number of iterates nsoesserr~. for th8 approd- 
nation of the soltrfion in the metan square s m o  
i and which belong to L sub 2 space. A formnla w88 develaped wttieh 
I 
I 
1 
I 
! 
I 
1 
i 
Estinration (filtering) theury for dynamical s y & e ~  i8 revlewd. 
Ehphasis is on t h e  varying systenm and notwtationarg stochastic 
processes. The basic ideas for linear systeaS are presented i n  an 
in tu i t ive  msnner using t h e  donain techniquss urd t h  stat0 rarhbls 
concept. Both continuow and discrete tin#, syateas are dLsc\terse& 
A control p r o b h  and the principle of leaat squares curve fitting 
are related t o  the basic estbation p r o b h .  In additbn fa ths 
presentation of f'undamsntal principles far l inear  8JrS*ns, brief 
diucussions on B wide variety of relatud ImbJects are iaclwhd in 
m appendix. 
Reprint frao Application atd Industry, Esag 1963 (copies s\lpplid 
plr 
This p a p r  is concerned w i t h  the synthesis of computer control 
system modern techniques. In this approach, the  dynamics of the 
process is characterized by state variables and transition equations, 
and the  optimum design of the systen is carried out by use of the 
clyrmaic progranmingtheory, 
t o  the design of digital control systems is capable of handling a wider 
variety of problems and of producing more realistic results thaa con- 
ventional design approachee. 'hi8 paper d~scuases sueh topic8 aa 
perfonmace indices, optimum control law, constraints a% ths outpat,, 
and  opt^ emtimation, %a syntiwsia procmiure is t~wstrated b;r 
aa exampla. 
It is demonstrated that the modern approach 
UUJ,TI-COHPUTER CONTROL SYSTEM USES UNIT-XAMAGENENT CONCE€T. (Autaaation, 
Vohm U, loveaber 1964, p. 2&) 
A STUDY OF DIGITAL A D A R I V E  CONTROL SYSEX3* PART II. J e T ,  TOU and 
P.D. Joseph, 
Naval Research Contract Nonr llOO(18), NR Ob9-l50, PRF' 2327, Tech- 
n ica l  Report No. 102, Control and Information Systems Laboratorj. 
Report No, TR-EE61-7, August, 1961, 102 p.) 
( Arrdue University, School of Electr ical  hngineering, 
A method for detennining the optimum l inear  d i g i t a l  control ~ S t m  
w i t h  respect to a quadratic performance cr i ter ion when additive disturb- 
ances are present, is described. Previow workers i n  this area found 
it necessary t o  assume that the state of the ayst8m is precimly knaM 
a t  all tines, The elimination of t h h  asawption extends the applica- 
b i l i t y  of optimiaation theory t o  more r e a l i s t i c  nodela of actual  - 0  
It also allows non-uhite noise distmbances and problem other than the 
regulator problem t o  be conaidered. 
A STUDY OF NONLINEAR DIGITAL CONTROL SY,SI'EMS. J.T. Tou and J,B, W s .  
(Purdue University, School of Elec t r ica l  Engineering, &pared under 
National Science Foundation Contract 0-14609, PRF 2626, Technical 
Report No, 201, July 1961, lbh p.) 
A method of design is developed for nonlinear sampled-data system3 
in which the single control input signal to  the linear plant is quanti- 
zed t o  3, 5, 7"' levels, %e responees for cer tain desfgnr, have tnmn 
computed, and these FeeponS88 aI% C o a p a r e d  W i t h  the Wll-known "bang- 
bang" or two-level ~ y s t e ~ .  The uae of five or more levels enables 
the desigmr to obtain good s t a t i o  accurpoy aa w e l l  as good ibrspaacr 
perfo-e. 
.. . 
. .  I 
., t . 
Use of a content-addressable memory as a highly parallel d i g i t a  
computer is  described. The ability to perform any arithmetic opra- 
t ion on maw sets of data at the same t h e  is shown. 
organization and the storage of data a m  such that nalpr operations 
a m  performed parallel by bit  as well as parallel 
i n  -re efficient algorithms and shorter execution times. 
The memory 
word, resulting 
Cell taemory p g r a m s  a m  discussed, With regard to the fonaulatiorW 
of C.T. b e  and M.C. PaUll  roc. IEEE, Vo1. 9, pp. 921-932, June 
196)). Consideration is given to bracketed structures and addressing 
in general. 
abolishing the distinction between programs and data. 
The cells themselves should guide the flow of i n f d i o n ,  
I 
64, A CON'EXl ADDFBSSA3LE DISTRIBUTH) IXMIC MEM3RY WITH APPLICATIONS 
(Proceedings of the IEEE, vXiiZ-52, G%iiiS&, p. 3 1 2 ~ )  
The relationship between the authors' paper (h. m, 
Voi. 9, pp. 92b-932, June, 1963) and the work of 3. hger 
out. 41 aspect of the apparatw described the authora that 
resembles one of the Ungerrs ideas I 8  the concept of controlling 
a regular array of identical modules containing logic and I W ~  
with a sequence of orders issued from a central controllsr. 
TO INFVRHATION R E T R I I p V A L o  C o  faJe and H e  Paulla Bell Labs0 
(PrOC. IRE, V O L  46, PPo 17b175O, OCtobI', 19s) is Pointed 
65. A CONTENT ADDiESSBLE DISTRIBUTED IIx;IC l@KlRX W l T H  APPUCATIONS TO 
INFORMTION RFTRBVAL, (kOCeedi~8  
of the -8 vel- 52, 
Several modifications are proposed for the atrirg-processing 
programs presented by Cg. Lee and M.C. Paul1 (bc. of ms Vole 
51, pp. 92b-932, June 1963). 
posaible termid symbols should be matched for, instead of *at 
one; only those aelle Wng to the left  of the atrfng; Juat retrieved 
need be X - a c t i v e j  ad, the first instruction of each p g r a n  must be 
nrcrtch mp-flop can be wed todetershe whether a &dag is the ffnal 
mtuhlng one in cell ~ e p o r ~ ,  
In the retrieval programer all three 
Changed to m, x, (p2, x 1, T * 0).  Furtherwolurs a t i p l 0 -  
e 
66. 
67 
68, 
69 
The utility of contant-addressable memories (CAM1 s 1 within 
a general purpose computing system is investigated. 
within CAM may be addressed & the  character of a l l  or a part 
of the cell contents. 
addressed simultaneously. 
of CAM are extended t o  allow simultaneous transformation of 
multiaembered sets and t o  allow connutmication neighboring w d  
cel ls .  il novel set of l o g i c a l  and &-tic coIIlsands ia pra- 
posed for the extended CAB¶ and writ- are given for exscutiaa 
word celL8 
Hultimembered sets of word cells may be 
The diatributed log ica l  capabilities 
Of them -8. 
I#TERCOM+UNICATIW CELLS, BASIS FOR A DISTRIBUTED IxxiIC COMPUTER. 
COT. Lee, Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc., Holsdel, %w Jer8ey. 
TfProceedings - FEU Joint Computer Conference 1962, p. 130-136, 
10 f8f8.) 
WDLTaAyER ITERATIYE CIRCUIT COMPUTER. R, Gonzales. (IEEE Transactions 
on 5 e c t r o n i c  Canputers, Volwm EC-12, Nuld> e r  6, December 1963, p. 781- 
790) 
Multilayer iterative c i r cu i t  computer is described, which is capable 
of dealing with problems invcrhring spa t i a l  relationships between v d -  
ablea, i n  addition t o  inherent multiprogramming capabili t iea of t h i s  
tspe of machine organization; novel features are path-building method 
which retains short-time acc888 characterietics of comnon b w  SydeIU, 1 
specialization i n  functions of individual layers separating flap of 
control signals from flm of information, and %phase operation with 
each phase si.mtiltaneously active i n  each m r  operating on differcnrt 
Fns t ruc  tians. Iu 
Section 1 of the  report is a brief introduction t o  t h e  concept 
of para l le l  network computers. 
the  operator and programer. 
c i r c u i t  design of the breadboard system. The evaluation of tb 
machine operation is Included i n  Section b, Tim final section con- 
taina a brief deacription of eeveral problem p'ogrmed for the 
The second section is intended for  
%&ion 3 describe8 the logical  and 
breadboard. 
70. PARALLFLNrnrnFIK 
(Westinghouse 
Final Report, 
August, 196b, 
tQ?!JiPJTER (SOLOMON) APPLICATIONS ANALYSES . 
Defense and Space Center, Baltimore, Maryland, 
Volume 3, ;DSC-L06A2, Contract AF 30( 602) -272h, 
313 pp., IMCLASSI?IED) AD 606 578 
The volume presents the study of the applicabili ty of the 
Solomon parallel  network computer system t o  ten varied problem 
areas. The report, where possible, contrasts the running tine of 
Solonon w i t h  the runnin: time of a commonly-used conventionally- 
organized computer i n  the solution of each problem. The conclusions 
drawn indicate tha t  the Solomon system offers  speed advantages of 
from one to  three orders of magnitude i n  these major d a t a  
processing problem areas, 
THE S U M O N  COMPUTIB. DOL. Slotnick, e t  al, Westinghouse Electric 
Corporation, Ekltimore, Md. (Workshop on hmputer Organization, 
ed. A.A. Barnum and 24.A. Knapp, Spartan Books, Washington, DOC., 
1963, p. 97-1073 
Conference, 1962 ) 
8ee also, Proceedings - Fa l l  Joint Computer 
72. A STUDY OF ITERATIVE CIRCUIT COHPUTERS. FINAL REPORT,  OCTO^ 1961 - 
DECEMBER 1963. 
(Wright-Patterson AFB, &io, AF Avionics Lab., Contract AF 33(69)-7391, 
AGTDR-64-24; AD401 212, April 1964, 321 p.) N65-19&98 
H.L. G a r n e r ,  e t  al, Michigan University, Ann Arbor. 
0 
This research investigated the problems and poss ib i l i t i es  generated 
by t h e  idea of a computer b u i l t  as an iterative array of elementary 
self-contained p c e s s o r s .  
i n  detai l ;  
tain maximum concurrency, a translation algorithm t o  f a c i l i t a t e  pro- 
graming, and algorithms for  path-building; ( 2 )  proposed organisattons- 
a multilayer computer, md an i t e r a t ive  c i r c u i t  computer w i t h  d i r e n -  
sional geometry; 
different  geolsetrical structures; 
possibi l i t ies ;  ( 5 )  a theoretical d e l ,  linkiug the iterative oircuit 
computer structure t o  that  of an n-head automatab 
The following areas of study were treated 
(1) programming aspects-decompodtion of a program t o  ob= 
(3) a t a t i s t i c a l  evaluation of acceasiblity for 
(4) r e l i a b i l i w  problems and I#y 
730 STuIlY TO DETERMINE T l E  APPLI2ABILITY OF TXE SJUXWN C 0 " E X  TO 
COHMAND AND CONTROL, V O L W  I. 
AND COMMLMICATION SYSTZM CONTROL. F.M. Rybak. (Westinghouse 
Electr ic  Corp., %Ltimore, Hd., Contract No, 
Final Report Number ESD-TDR6L-184, Volume 1, October 1%4, 19h P.8 
INFORMATION STORAGE, RETRIEVAL 
AF 19(628)-28tr6, 
UNCLASSIFIED) &lr5L-?65 
During an 8-month's study, research uas p e r f o m d  to deternine 
the applicabili ty of t he  Solomon I computer, a highly parallel, 
network organized machine, t o  rocessing functions encountered in 
command a d  control systems. fo I l l u s t r a t e  t he  potential  of parallel 
organized computers, especially Solomon I, i n  camnand and control 
systems, specific application examples are provided. It is concluded 
that computers employing the organizational concepts of 3oloxnon I 
can field speed advantages over conventional sequential. machines, of 
up to severs hutdred t'ms. 
t o  the basic Solomon I system can field eubs tan t id  r e l i a b i l i t y  and 
cost advantages over conventional duplex configuratlons for Critical 
caprmand and control functions. 
In a2di t f sc ,  =pplic&Am of redundancy' 
71. STUDY TO DETERMINE THE APPLICABILITY OF T H E  S O ~ ~ N  COMmPfER TO 
COMMAND ANI) CONTROL, VOLUME IV, 
house Electric corp., Baltimore, &io, 
Final Report, ESD-TDR6h-184, Velum 4, October 1%b, UNCIASSZFIED) 
AD-lrso 2 4  
During an 8-month's study, research waa performed t o  determine 
the applicabili ty of the Solomon I computer, a highly parallel ,  
network organized machine, t o  processing functions encountered in 
camand and control systems, Specific tasks pursued were: (1) 
investigation into the benefits t o  be gained La information atorage 
and re t r ieva l  systems through f i l e  maintenance and search with 
Solomon I, (2) consideration of the control of large comaunicatlon 
netwolics through real-time simulation on Solomon I, and ( 3 )  study 
of the control and processing functions in  radar sensor subsystem 
as well as in radar oriented weapons control systems. 
cepts of hlomon I can yield a p e d  advantages over converrtional 
sequential machines, of up to several hundred times. Application 
of redundancy t o  the basic Solomon I s y s t e m  can Held aubstantial 
r e l i a b i l i t y  and coat advantages over conventional duplex aonfigtlra- 
t ione f o r c r i t i c a l  camnand and control functions. 
It is concluded tha t  computers employing t h e  organizational con- 
75. A UNIVEFtSAL COMPUTER CAPABLEOF EXECUTING AN ARBITRARY NUEfBER OF SUB- 
(1959 Proceedings of the Eastern Jo in t  Computer 
PROURAMS SINULTANEOUSLY. John Holland, University of Hchlgan, Ann 
Arbor, Michigan. 
COILfemnM, p. 108-113) 
I 
! *  
i 
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SPACE NISSIONS AND SPAcgBo32NJl PROCESSIN0 
76, ADAPTION FOR SPACE VF??ICLFS TFiROliGH OFJ-i#)BRi) DIGITAL COXPIlTER CONTROL. 
(RCA Defense Electronic Products, Burlington, AS. Buchnan, e t  al. 
Nassachusetts, Final R e p o r t  f o r  March 1963-March 196&, April, l-, 
309 pp., WCLASSTFIED) AD 602 608 
Space mission effectiveness can be increased by providing 
vehicles with the ability t.o .tdapt to equipvent f a i l i r e s  and t o  
unexpeqted events. 
incorporated i n t o  a vehicle through proper organization of data/ 
conunand f low combined wi th  preplanning of responses t o  abnannal 
si tuations.  The s tudy  has verif ied t h a t  these functions can be 
implemented i n  an on-board d i g i t a l  computer-controller. 
and terminology, system organization, methodology and measures 
of effectiveness were developed and applied t o  two model d s s i o n s .  
e 
The charac te r i s t ic  of adaptiveness can be 
Concepts 
77. AEROSPACE COHPlpTERS DO WRE A N D  MORE. W.L. Still, Deco Electronics, 
Inc. (Control Engineering, Volume 13, Number 2, Febnrars 1966, 
P o  61-65) 
! 
Compbters have long established a primary ro l e  i n  aerospace 
vehicles. 
into the  computer. 
ted by control  problems i n  missiles and space vehicles. The o p t h i s t i -  
caUy predicted shoe-box size universal  computer, which would be Conmcm 
to all vehicles and all missions by change of progranuning and peripherals, 
has not cane t o  pass. 
evi tab le  in a universal  computer cannot be achieved while epecialioed 
vehicle and mission requirements are outstripping ewn the fantastio 
developaente in  computer miniaturization. 
The trend is t o  absmb more vehicle and mission functions 
It begins with a i r c ra f t  avionics a d  is accelera- ’ 
Nor is it likely. The luxury of overdesign in- 
78. BALLISTIC MISSILE AND SPACE TECHNOLOGY. VOLUMR I. BIOASTRONAUTICS 
AND ELECT€IONICS, AND INVITED ADDRESSES. 
Labs., Loa Angeles, California, UNCLASSIFIED) 
(TRW Space Technology 
BD 255 320 
For reference only. DDC does not  supply copies. 
DESCRIPTORS o -%Astronautics, *Space Flight, *Symposia, 
Communication Systems, Computers, Data Processing Systems, h i d e d  
Hiseiles, Inertial Guidance, Telemeter Systems. 
79. CIRCUITS AND CIRCUIT TESTING FOP. SPACEBORNE REDUNDANT DIGITAL SYSTEHS. 
H, Brinker and A,R, Helland,  (Westinghouse Electr ic  Corp., RAltLnars, 
Md,, Contract NASw-572, :;ASA-Gii-S542L, Special Technical &port No, 3# 
September -3, 92 P.~ VrrCUSSIFIISD) xhs-20762 see also X6L-12OOh 
This report describes the results 3f the study on the implemnta- 
t i o n  of majority logic redundancy. No.it of the work concerns space- 
borne systems, but sane portions are more applicable t o  grourd support 
equipnent. 
system as w e l l  a s  the testing of redundant system. The possible use 
of magnetic logic  to rediice t h e  p a r  comwni;tion and provide 
non-volatile storage is discussed. Several methais of testing redun- 
dant systents are discussed and described in the sect ion on detection 
and location of failures, Various solutions t o  the failure detection 
The report is concerned with the initial. design of the 
problem are discwaed in this section. 3 
*% 
80. 
81. 
DESIGN CONCEXTSF "3 APOLU) GUIDANCE COMPUTER. A. Ho kins ,  (M,I,T,, 
Cambridge Instrumentation Lab., NASA Contrac WAS9-1 ___fi_ 2 ;  NASA CR-52555, 
R-408, J ~ n e  1963, U p,, UNCLASSIFIED) X6L-10233 
NUTICE: Available t o  NASA Offices, NASA Centers and NASA Contractors 
only, 
After a brief rev iew of the nature and his tory of d i g i t a l  computers, . 
the design and use of the Apollo Guidance Computer ( A N )  are discuss&. 
To ensure both r e l i a b i l i t y  and f lex ib i l i ty ,  three types of memory cir -  I 
cults are being incdrporated i n  the AGCt 
memory which is indestructible short of actual mechanical damage, but 
which requires a new memory module t o  be bu i l t  when a change i n  tha 
stored information is  required; (2) a temporary-storage m e m o q  for 
data tha t  must be changed during in-flight computations, which is de- 
signed ou the rope principle so that t he  infomation cannot be changad 
electrically; and (3) a temporary or erasable memory which operates 
a t  mircosecond speeds. 
and inputs and output8 of t h i s  system are described, 
(1) a pennanent-stor8ge 
The instructions, incrementa and intempt8,  
Classified Abstract 
82. mDEX TO AEROSPACE CORPORATION RKFORTS, PART I. CONTRACT-GW!%ATED 
REPORTS. B. Gri ffie. (Aerospace Corporation, Los Angeles, C a U f o d ,  
January, 1963, 59 pp.9 IWLASSITED) AD 459 801r 
This publication re f lec ts  all aerospace corporation contractual 
report8 indexed to date. 
alphabetically by title within general subject categories, 
desired information. 
loca te  documents by primary or secondary report numbers, personal 
authors, or by specific subjecte. 
The entr ies  i n  t h i s  index are arranged 
Multiple indexes have been provided t o  assist the  user i n  locat- I 
The cross-reference indexes pennit the user  to 
\. 
?* 
83. PR!NECT -1 DIGITAL CW?L?ER,/DATA PtLNS?CSSICM =-TEE! IN"ER?,ACE. 
CHARACTERISTICS. G.G. Hayward. (Mchnnell  Aircraft  Carp . ,  St. 
Louis, Mo., Contract NAS9-170, Report Number NASAICR-67834, 
10 September 1964, 13 p., UNCLASSIFIED) X6S-21159 
The character is t ics  of the interface between the Gemini d i g i t a l  
computer and the  d a t s  transmission s y s t e m  are described. 
two signal  inputs from the data transmission systems to  the d ig i t a l  
computer; the request signal and the  Sync-crignal. Characteristic8 
of these signals and pulses are prescribed and the c l r c u l t q  i r  
"hare a m  
d i w a n a e d e  
8&. PROJECT GEHINI DIGITAL COMPUTER SYSTEM--OEMM LAUNCH VMICIE INTERFACE 
CHARACTERISTICS. R.E. Schulz. (McDounell Aircraft Corp., St. b u i s ,  
Ma,, Contract NAS9-170, Report Number NASA=CR&7836, 6 JUIJ 196b, 
U p.9 UNCLASSIFIED) X65-2I.I.58 
The character is t ics  of t h e  interface between the spacecraft d i g i t a l  
computer and the Gemini launch vehicle (GLV) are described. There are 
five inputs f r an  the  computer t o  the GLV second stage engine cutoff, 
stage I autopLlot gain change discrete, pitch attitude error, yaw 
a t t i t ude  error, and roll a t t i t ude  error, The one input Pram t he  O&V 
t o  the canputer is t he  backup guidance fade-fn discrete. Tbe inter- 
face d r c u i t r y  ia sham, a& the charwteristfca of each of the input 
signals a m  given in detail ,  
85. PmSED RADIATION EFFECTS ON AEROSPACE DIGITAL COll'PUTERS. (m, -go, 
N, Y., Kirtland AFB, New Mexico, Contract AF29(601)-5399, RTD-TIIR- 
63-3051; AD-lr23063, October 1963, 223 p.) 
The test objectives were t o  observe and a n a l p  the behador of 
canponents and c i r cu i t s  used i n  aerospaoe d i g i t a l  computers d u l ? ~  
short, high-intensity, nuclear radiation pulS88. Several types of 
burst  sensors are compared, and the dosimetrg for both the SPRF and 
flash X - r a y  radiation e n v h m e n t s  is discussed in deta i l .  
N65-103% 
86, RADIATION-RESISTANT COKPUTEH FEASIBILlTp STUDY. FINAL REPORT, 1 JULY 
1961 - 31 AUClUST 1962. ( D X ,  Owego, W. Yo Wright-Patterson WB, 
Ohio, AF Avionics Lab., Contract AF 33(657j-?h75, ASD=m=63-161, 
Volume 1; A D 4 9  682, Report NO, 63-928-13, Je 196h, 273 p.9 
OFFICIAL USE ONLY) X65-20370 
Design specifications for a high speed, l ow F e r ,  radiation 
materials and components, c i rcu i t s ,  
resistant aerospace computer am summarized. 
f eas ib i l i t y  study include: 
magnetic core memory, structures, logic  and machine ~ ~ ~ i S S t i O I I ,  
skeletal laboratory breadboard model description, radiat ion effect8 
studies, and 1/0 c i rcu i t s  and caaponents. 
Areas covered in th i s  
87. ROCKGT TELB%TRY AND SPACE p3LEcfRONICS. A BIBLIOORAP€K. A,V. Aha, 
(National Research Council,of Canada, Ottacal Engineering, 
UNCLASSIFIED) AD 286 789 
CONTENTS: Antennas communication and propaa t ion  communication 
and multiplexing components data handling guidance and control; 
Space navigation instmmentation packaging techniques ranging and 
tracking reliability telemetering techniques telanetry systems, 
88, SPACECRAFT DIGITAL C J P U T E R  SYSTMS C O M P O N i "  RE2%ARCH. JeV,  Christen- 
sen and G.R. Xarchant, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
G s  Research Center, Moffett Field, California, (NASA, Wash., D,C., 
Intercenter Technical Conference on Control, Guidance and Navigation 
Research for Harmed lunar Missions Ames Research Center, July 24-25, 
1962 (U) (Confidential Report) p. 156463, UNCLASSIFIED) X63-4597 
0 
A small d i g i t a l  computer system i s  being procured to  provide a 
laboratory capability for investigattng spacecraft computer require- 
ments and aubsystem integration requirements a8 related t o  the navi- 
gation and guidance of lunar spacecraft, This s y b t e m  will allow 
analysis of cotaputer requirements such as speed, accuracp, memory, 
logic, and mathematical techniques which are basic t o  the  design, 
selectrion, and integration of the hardnare. It w i l l  also allw analp- 
sis of the  cowputation and interface requirements w i t h  respect to rmoh 
i 
e 
89. ADVANCED PROGRAMHINC ETOPMENTS: A SURVEY. (Electronic -: 
MY., Bedford, Masse, Prepared joint ly  with Computer Associates, 
Inc., ESD-TDR-65-171; AD-6I.b 7Ob, Febnrarg 1965, 108 PO) W-2733.6 
This document constitutes a representative survey of twenty collt- 
puter aoftware systems which have been developed within the last 
decade. The surveyed systems have been grouped into s h  major cate- 
goriest (1) generd purpose programing and executive aystena; (2) 
functional system; (3) manarachine interface systems; (h) special  
purpose programsing systems; ( 5 )  tinrt-8ha.rfng 8pte-t  (6) generrd- 
h a d  data managewent systemm. 
90, ANALYSIS OF A BASIC QUEUING PROBLEM ARISING W @ O m  SaS"S. 
P.E. Boudreau and H. K,ac. 
IIBn Journal of Research and Development, volume 5, April 1961, 
IBM Production Devlopment Iab. 
pp. l32-UO) 
A m o d e l  whichdwcribes a basic junction, m qwuing structure, 
ar is ing i n  a general computing system is SubJected to  amathenati- 
the performance of various parts of the eystslr. The f e a s i b l l i ~  
of analysing general queuing problems In tMs manner l a  statad, 
together w i t h  the  results of a H o d  Carlo simulation used for 
aanparison PII~~OLIBI. 
d atlwi80 The I % d t S  C O n S i d i  Of mVe& f M a S  d88Cribirrg 
91. ANALYSIS OF COHPUTING-IDAD ASSIGNMENT I N  MULTI-PROCESSOR COHPUTEX. M. Aoki, et  al. (American Federation of InformatLon Processing 
Society (AFIPS)-Joint Computer conference, V o l w  a, Fall lF63, 
llr7-160) 
Computer system with 2 processing unita is analped; cer tain 
amounts of information move from processur 1 to processor 2; effec- 
tiveneas of algorithm for work load asslgmnent, which deternlms 
amount of information transfer between proceasing units, is Imsst I -  
gated; cr i te r ion  of a y s t e m  performance is taken t o  be expected time 
requFred t o  complete given task. 
. -  
i 
I 
i 
92, AN/FSQ-27 POLYMOKPHIC DATA PROCESSING SYSTEN STUDIES. (Rome Air 
Development Center, Griffiss AFB, N e w  York, C24-2tJ4, Contract 
AF 30(602)-18lh, Jan~arg, 1962, U N m F ' I E D )  AD 274 5 9  
A def in i t i ve  record of work perfonned i n  the exploitation of 
multiple computer concepts embodied In  the AN/FSQ-27 data processing 
centrcil is given. 
i 
93. AR ARCHITECTURAL STUDY FOR A SEW-REPAIRING C3MFW'ER. &.H.CAgneu, etal. 
(International Business &chines Gorp., k k v i l l e ,  . , O n t r a c t  
qOh(695)-769, SSD TR-65-159, Final Technical Documentary Report 
3 May - 1 November 1965, Report No. 65-928-91, November 1965, 211r p., e UNCLASSIFIED) m-474 976 
This report presents the work result ing from Phase I of an Archi- 
tec tura l  Study f o r  a Self-repairing Computer. 
technique of "partitioning" w a s  investigated as a mans for achieving 
a computer capable of self-repair. 
essentially dividing a computer into diagnostic fmbsy8t4msb 
In particular, the 
Partitioning is thetechnique of 
Design 
of a hypothetical (but r ea l i s t i c )  aerospice c w r -  is given. 
t i t ion ing  and fonnation of diagnostic subsystems, including the in- 
vestigation of appmpriat& diagnostic procedures, iS described. 
report shm that the partitioning technique provides the mean8 f o r  
Pi&- 
Thl8 
d . f - d 1 8 @ 0 d S .  
9L. CTSS TECHNICAL NOTES. JbH.  Saltzer. (Massachusetts Ins t i tu te  of Tech- 
nology, Cambridge, Contract Nonr-&L02(01); Project HAC, MAC-TR-16; 
-12 702, 1963, 83 pa) N65-25788 
The 7094 Compatible Time Sharing System im w e  a t  hoJect HAC and 
H.I.T. Computation Center ie described. It is designed to  acquaint 
a system programer with the techniques of construction which were qsed 
i n  t h i s  particular time-sharing s y s t e m .  ~ s c u s s ~ o n s  include overall  
supervisor program flow, console message input and output, and ~chedrrl- 
ing and storage a l g o r i t k ;  a thumbnail sketch fa given of each of fhs 
mbroutines which make up the  supervisor program. This report uao 
prepared with the aid of the compatible tiine-sharing system and the 
T]IpsET and RUNOFF C a a a w n d l e  
95. DATA PROCESSING CElURAL AND SIJ3CTRi)NIC DATA TRANSMISSION COMMUNICATION 
COMPLEX INTE.9ACTION FOR IWLTIPU COMPUTER COPPIEX. I.D. Davis and 
E.F. MacWilliams. (System k v e l o  ment Corp., Paramus, N.J., Comnand 
'Control Dive, Contract AF 19(628 P -16L8, TM-ILl-918/000/00; AD-WIO 892, 
31 December 1963, 87 p., UPJCLassIFIED) X64-15318 
A compilation of Data Processing Central (DE) and Xleectronic Data 
Transmission Communication Complex (EDTCC) interactions (with respect 
t o  computer terminology) for the Multiple Computer Complex (MCC) is 
presented. The following areas of interaction, involving the aylsbols 
used i n  intercoxrimmication, are considered: (1) message handling, 
(2) display measage handling; (3) alert receive message handling; 
(&) er ror  control between the DPC aml the  EDTCC3 ( 5 )  DPC star t -  
over-switchover; ( 6 )  bulk data handling; 
and (8) control of classified data. 
(7)  simulated data handling; 
E#OIEIEERING DESIGN ANDIXPLEXEiEATI3N OF A MULTI-COHHPPER DATA 
PROCEqDJG SYSTEM FOB A NAVY C O M W D  AND CONTROL CENTER. 
R.C. Gunderaon and J.D. Johnson. 
on MlXtary Electronics, hew York; 
and &lectronLc )%gineers, 1963, p. 265-267) 
(Seventh National Convlentlon 
Ins t i t u t e  of %ectrical 
The technical problems encountered i n  operating four CDC 
1604-A and five CDC 160-A computers as a complete data processkg 
system are described, A considerable part of the paper is deroted 
to the physical design of the sub-eyshm selectlon switch-. 
The report describes, briefly, the physical equipment and 
evaluation testing of an electronic d i g i t a l  caaputer fabricated 
t o  demonstrate the f eas ib i l i t y  of the buildingblock computing 
concept, in particular, the computer is a developmntal te8t rodel 
intended f o r  laboratory environment, bench testing, The purpoae 
of the evaluation wa8 t o  demonstrate the feasibLlity of the build- 
--block computer concept, u t i l i z ing  a devslopmntal test d e l  
of a building-block computer. 
rrystem fulfilled the  design goals a d  successfully proved tha f e a -  
b i l i b y  of the bullding-block computer c o ~ e p f .  
The conclusion is tbat tb colaputbg 
98, AN EVALUATION OF THE EFFFXTIVENESS OF PARALLEL PROCE5SINO. B. Bussell 
and G. Es t r in ,  University of California, Los Angeles. (m P acif l c  
Computer Conference, Proceedings, Number T-Ih?, 1963, p. 201-220) 
A feasible control unit f o r  parallel computation is described. 
This unit  described was orgsnized t o  implement a particular parallel 
form of the AD algorithm. Choice of the para l le l  procedure was made 
by timing analyses of several possible nethods of computation. 
99. EXECUTIVE CONTROL PROaRAM (EXP-U) FINAL REPOW, FEBRUARY SefllEHB&R 
1964. 
New York, RADC, Contract AF 30(602)-301r5, Report &-576-2, Report  
Informatics, Inc., Sherman Oaks, California. (Griff iss  AFB, 
Nos. RADC-”DR&L-~60~ AD 610 817, January 1965, 273 p.) N65-1M26 
The first phase of the Executive control Program developed for 
the  experimental computing complex is described. 93e cmplex con6istS 
of such things as multiple wer consoles, nultiprogr-iw in one 
camputer, multicomputers, and a variety of peripheral equip* 
different manufactumre, a l l  interconnected through tin e l e c t d o  
I 
100, OUS NULTICOHPUTER SYSTEM. W.F. Miller and R. Aschenbrenner. (IEEE 
wasactions on ilectronic Gomputers, v01u.m EC-12, Number 6, 
bcenber 1963, p. 671-676, 15 refs.) 
GEORGE Unified S y s t e m  (GUS) desjgned and built a t  Argon- 
National Laboratory and c u r e n t l g  being used t o  sxplom problem 
of multicomputcer systems is described; programming system t h a t  
were developed t o  pennit f u l l  use of mul t ip l i c i ty  of machines I n  
system are reviewed; input-output units are compatible with bbora- 
tory's IBH 7dr and CDC 3600 ~ystenrs. 
lOl* A MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS OF COMPUTER T I ! S S " O  ST-. N o  R e  Patel. 
(Operatiom Research Center, H.I.T., Cambridge, Contract DA-ARO D3 1- 
1240158, Report Nmbr AROD 968-37, July 2%h, 1 p., VrJCUSSIFI~) 
AD405 825 - 
Two important and popular time-sharing systems were analyaed fOr 
These were the round-robin and fhe the expected waits of requests. 
dynamic-priority multiple-level system. 
complex i n  a l l  its generality, however with the aid of a realistic 
simplifying assumption the desired expected w a i t 8  were  calculated^ 
The round-robin under worst considtions (Le .  ' f u l l  load') was 
w e e d  rtgorously. 
considered was slightly different from the one inplementea \rr 
Professor Corbato of X.I.T. 
general, but were derived generally aevertheless. SpeCiOlimtim 
The round-robin ia VBTJ 
The dynamic-priority multiple-level spstep 
&re again results -re coslq?lax In 
O f  the88 I'88Ulta &Odd Si.@* thea 8-t. 
u)2, MATHEMATICAL PROGRA'"G TEC?NIQlrF,S FOR TNFORMATION SYSTEM DESIGN. 
U.O. G a g l i a r d i ,  - e t  al. 
Connecticut, Contract AF 19(628)-2030, July, 196L, 72 pp., 
UNCLASSIFIED) AD 605 026 
(Dunlap and Associates Inc., Oarien, 
The problem of establishing the  effectiveness of an information 
system is considered. 
recent development in s t a t i s t i c a l  decision theory i s  presented. 
Sample evaluations or syeten designs are used to illnutraw 
here the adoption of such a measure which allm selecting tb 
parameters of the eyetern in a manner consistent with the user 
preference. 
An effectiveness measure suggested ky 
e 
? 
i 
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103. XIOPTtDfl6w3MING AND SMRED K?GIC. L.Do A m d a h l m  (Datamation, 
Feburary 196b, PO 2h-26) 
Three computers with stored logic are compared-the TRW-133, 
the PB U O ,  and the C-8LOl. 'he main program, conststing of 
a set of macroinstructions which are interpreted, 1s referred 
t o  as a call ing sequence. Each cal l ,  or macroinstruction, re- 
presents data t o  the  interpretive subroutine--it 18 not d i rec t ly  
executed fram the instruction reg is te r  of the computer. The waq 
i n  which the call ing sequence is handled in each of the canpared 
earoputera ia describedm This followed a description of ths 
c m  structures. 
Definition is given of multiple system8 and motivation for thedr 
development is  outlined; significant featums of systems are l i s t e d  
and exemplified in de ta i l  through description of m t i c a l  design; 
consideration is given to methods for scheduling programa on multiple 
computers; 4 existing machines, P m ,  LARC, GAEWA &,and W-&CXl are 
described. 
New concepts in thebs ign  of large, high-speed d i g i t a l  carprt- 
i n g  systems are discussed which include multiprogranxuing (time- 
sharing) and laultfpmesshg (load sharing) for  greater concurrent 
ut l i sa t ion  of spstem hardware. 
0 
I 
107. S-NG I?iDEPENDE%T TASKS ON ONE 3R mRE PROCESsORS. H o H o  Rothkopf. 
(Massachusetts Ins t i tu te  of Technology, Cambrid e, Contract No. 
NonRl8W-87, January 1%h, 110 p., UNCLASSJFTEDk; AD-t28 857 
The problem concerns the scheduling id independent, inmedi.atsly 
available t a s k s  on N processors. 
a wa i t ing  cost rate tha t  is a function of t i m e .  Them are no few- 
ability res t r ic t ions  on the order i n  which the tasks are t o  be pro- 
cessed. 
and the problem of optimally assigning p r io r i t i e s  in a qwwing 
sy-. 
Ea& task has a service time and 
A he problem is re lated t o  the job shop scheduling problem 
Several algori thm are presenwd for  scheduling task8 with abso- 
lute deadlines on one or wore processors. 
problears, the unprofitabil i ty of sp l i t t i ng  tasks fn t h e  or betweom 
processors is proved. Scheduling when service times and cost rate8 
For certain classes of 
a m  imown o* s t d - t i c a l l y  is d i s c w d ,  
108, SIMULATION OF A T’IMESHARING SYSTEM. C,H. Fine and P, v. kIsaac, 
(Presented System Developnent Corp., Santa Monica, CalifornLa. 
a t  the  I n s t i t u t e  of Management Science Meeting (TIMS), San Fran- 
cisco, 3-5 February 1965, Contract ARPA SD-97, Report Nos. SP- 
1909; AD-611 868) 1565-22422 
The paper describes the use of simulation techniques i n  the 
analysis of time-share s y s t e m  operation, 
of t h i s  research e f f o r t  are briefly outlined and some camnenta 
on the advantages and disadvantages of d i r ec t  a h l a t i o n  for thia 
type of work are given, The existing simulator models are descrlbed 
in terms of inputs, general flow, and outputs; and the results of 
in i t ia l  inveatigations with these models are given. 
in progress is discussed, and so= related problem t h a t  may p a s s i b 4  
be studied in the future by similar mthods are noted. 
The purpose and goals 
Work currently 
109 1. SIMULTANEOUS MULTIPROGWSING OF ELECTRONIC COMPUTERS. J.L. Mcgenney. 
(University of California, Loa Angeles, Contract Nom-233 (02 ) 
Research Report No. 69, Februrucy 1961, 221 p.) AD 252 957 
9 
Certain aspects of parallel processing are studied. An eathala 
of the econaaic implicatione of parallel prcnreasing CORpared to  
serial processing is made. 
simultansous operation of several compaasute of a aJrstem processing 
two or more different jobs. 
P a r a l l e l  processing 14 deiiaed as the 
e 
S P A O R N E  iRlLTIPRoCESSING STUDY. (Autonetics, Division of North 
American Aviation, Inc,, Report  Number TS022S5/33, 3.b December 
1965) 
The purpose of t h i s  study is t o  obdectively evaluate the n d t L -  
processing approaches available and t o  define the naltiproceasbg 
concept which w i l l  provide a basis and goals f o r  future spaceborn 
cornpute~ developanento 
A ST?lDp OF INFOMTION F'LOW IN MILTTPLE-COPIIPUTER AMI M-CTIPLEL 
CONSOLE DATA PFOCESSING SYSTWS. 
(Cooley Electrcmics Lab., University of fichigan, Arm A r b o r ,  
Mnal Report, RADC TDR6l.i-427, Contract AF 30(602)-2661, August 
19&, UNCLASSIFIED)  AD 460 815 
V.L. Wallace, - et  al, 
Multidimensional markovian a d  regenerative stochastic classes 
of mathematical models are used t o  represent t r a f f i c  i n  multi- 
computer and multi-console data processing gstems. 
methods for nunrerically determining the  limiting s t a t e  probabili t ies 
and other statist ical  measures of the markovian models are described 
and i l lus t ra ted ,  A measure of the advantage of numerical 
solution over sinnilation is derived, 
scheduling of shared computer systems is  discussed, and a 
solution involving pricemarket control is offered. 
Solution 
The problem of optimum 
SYSTEM REQUrFt~NTS FOR M"IPLR ACCESS, TIME-SHARED COMPUTERS. 
F.J . Corbato. (Massachusetts Ins t i tu te  of Technology, Cambridge, 
contrac No&l 02-01, Report NO, MAC-TR-3, 1%L, IrC PO, UNCLASSIFIED 
ma501 
Relocation examples and solutions were elaborated in  considerabb 
d e t a i l  to expose the reader to the d i f f i cu l t i e s  encountered With 
contemporary machines when multiple user multiple-processor LIystem 
are conaidered. The fact that each program may perform unexpectedly, 
even t o  the user, demands that running program be able t o  be moved 
as well as to graw ami to shrink. As rrear-lllachlae interaction becms 
faster, each program task becomes more intimately conned& WLth * 
secorrdazy storage and with ccnwnon aubprogranmj thus effectivs multi- 
programming ia essential for ef f ic ien t  use of a nmltiple acwas a- 
puter q m t a .  
me SHARRJG ON Leo 111. J.W* Lewis. (Computer Journal, Volume 6, 
Phrmber 1, A F U  1963, P* 24-28, 33-36) 
Mebod is described by means of which time sharing is organixed, 
and h& more than nominal 100% ef f ic iency  can be obtained from 
c-uter when operating 2,3 o r  more programs on time sharing baais. 
REAL AND DEAL. L. Gallenson and C. weissnan. 
( S y s t e m  kvelopnen, Gorp., Santa Honica, California,  
the Inpact of Batch Fabrication on Future computem, Los bgeles, 
6-8 Apri l  1965, Contract ARPA SD-97, SP-1872; AD-612 9&O, U hrch  
1965, 22 p.) lw-=)94 
Conference on 
To a id  in f u t u r e  design fo r  large-scale, general-purpose time- 
sharing systems, an  appraisal  of the ex is t ing  time-sharing system showed 
t h a t  improvemente f o r  increased user  s a t i s f a c t i o n  can be made in  cont i -  
nui ty  of gystem operation, msponsiveness of t h e  system to  interrogation, 
and a c c e s s i b i l i t y  
and a t  input-autput consoles located remote framthe computer. 
An i d e a l  time-sharing system for the late 1960's is  derived to e e d c e  
double or t r i p l e  t h e  nmber of users and t o  allow user  program t o  be 
three times as large as current program. Remote lnput-output keyboards 
dand d l s p l q  consoles U8iW electrolwninescent panela are ala0 d m 8 e d .  
users prommfng through many d i f f e ren t  ~anguages 
